ELSJ 3rd International Spring Forum 2010

Dates:  Saturday April 24 — Sunday April 25, 2010
Venue:  Building 14 (Soken Building)
         Aoyama Gakuin University (Aoyama campus)
         4-4-25, Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-8366, Japan
Contact: Hirohisa Kiguchi: forum-elsj@kaitakusha.co.jp
Registration (on-site only):
         ELSJ members: 2000 yen, Non-members: 5000 yen, Non-member students: 3000 yen

Saturday, April 24th

Registration (13:30 –) [12th Floor Entrance Hall]
Opening Ceremony (14:00 – 14:20) [Conference Hall (12F)]

Tutorial Lectures (14:30 – 16:00)
1  Eric S. McCready (Aoyama Gakuin University)  [Chair: Akira Kikuchi]  [Room 19(11F)]
   Conventional Implicature and Expressives
2  Yoshihiko Ikegami (Syowa Women’s University)  [Chair: Mitsuaki Yoneyama] [Conference Hall (12F)]
   Preference between Subjective and Objective Construal---- A Topic on the Basics of
   ‘Cognitive Grammar’

Paper Presentations [Session 1] (16:15 – 17:45) [Chair: Kayono Shiobara] [Room 19(11F)]
1  Hideki Maki, Juri Yoshimura, Yin-Ji Jin, and Megumi Hasebe (Gifu University): The Genuine
   Mechanism behind the Nominative/Genitive Alternation in Modern Japanese
2  Masanobu Sorida (Sophia University): Scrambling and Free Merge
3  Fumikazu Niinuma (Kochi Gakuen College): The Syntax of Dvandva V-V Compounds in
   Japanese

Paper Presentations [Session 2] (16:15 – 17:45) [Chair: Toshio Ohori] [Room 16(9F)]
1  Chie Nakamura (Keio University), Yasunari Harada (Waseda University) and Shun Ishizaki
   (Keio University): How Japanese-English Learners Pay Attention to Prosodic Cues in English
   Spoken Sentence
2  Masato Yoshikawa (Keio University): Toward a Pattern-Based Analysis of English Resultatives:
   Presenting a New Type of Usage-Based Approach to Grammatical Constructions
3  Siaw-Fong Chung (National Chengchi University): Collocational Behavior of a Near-Synonym
   Set (watch, look, and see) by Taiwanese EFL Learners of English: A Corpus-Based Study

Paper Presentations [Session 3] (16:15 – 17:15) [Chair: Hiroyuki Nawata] [Room 18(10F)]
1  Wei Song (Nagoya University): A Feature-Based Analysis of Negative Polarity Items and Their
   Development in the History of English
2  Masako Maeda and Tomoko Matsumoto (Kyushu University): Sluicing Constructions in
   Japanese
Tutorial Lecture (17:55 – 18:55)  
Seizi Iwata (Osaka City University):  
How to Accommodate Two Types of Resultatives: A Lexical-Constructional Account

After-Conference Reception (19:00– 20:00)  (Fee: 1,000 yen)  
[Room 10(3F)]

Sunday, April 25th

Registration (9:00 –)  
[12th Floor Entrance Hall]

Workshop (9:30 – 11:30)  
Language, Communication, and Intersubjectivity  
Organizer/Speaker: Makiko Takekuro (Waseda University)  
Speakers: Miki Hanazaki (Shinshu University), Reijirou Shibasaki (Okinawa International University), Sachiko Shudo (Waseda University)

Poster Session (11:00 – 13:00)  
[Room 10(3F)]

1 Takayuki Mimura (Tohoku Gakuin University), Kunio Nishiyama (Ibaraki University) and Yoshiki Ogawa (Tohoku University): Dasu ‘Let Out’ and Deru ‘Go Out’ in Japanese V-V Compounds as Semi-Lexical Motion Verbs  
2 Reijirou Shibasaki (Okinawa International University): The Morphosyntactic Change from ’tis meto to ’tis me in Early through Late Modern English  
3 Koki Shimizu (Tohoku University): The Profile of Past Participles and Tense Forms in English  
4 Yann-Jong Huang (National Taiwan Normal University): The Pronominal Coreference in Mandarin Adverbial Clauses: A Study of Children’s First Language Acquisition  
5 Fuminori Nakamura (Keio University): Categorical Judgment and the English Copulative Perception Verb Construction  
6 Atsushi Oho (International Christian University): *-janai-n-jana?: Tag-Question or Negation  
7 Tomomi Toshioka (Kyoto University / JSPS Research Fellow): Types of the Object and Interpretation of the To-infinitive  
8 Yukio Furukawa (Kanda University of International Studies): Can Negation Take Wider Scope than Because-Clauses?

Lunch Break (11:30 – 13:00)

Paper Presentations [Session 4] (13:00 – 14:00)  
[Chair: Tadanori Okuno]  
[Room 19(11F)]

1 Shigeo Tonoike (Aoyama Gakuin University): A Non-movement Analysis of Operator-Variable Constructions and Its Consequences  
2 Hisao Tokizaki (Sapporo University): Pronominal Adverbs in English

Paper Presentations [Session 5] (13:00 – 14:00)  
[Chair: Satoshi Ohta]  
[Room 16(9F)]

1 Reiko Vermeulen (University of Ghent): Ways of Marking Topics: A Typological Perspective on Japanese and Korean  
2 Maiko Yamaguchi (Osaka University): Focus Overriding Effect Is Universal?
**Paper Presentations [Session 6] (13:00 – 14:00)**

[Chair: Kentaro Nakatani]  
[Room 18(10F)]

1. Yukino Kobayashi (Sophia University): Minimalist Approach to Resultative Construction and Manner-of-Motion Verb Construction
2. Eiichi Iwasaki (Keio Research Center for Foreign Language Education): English Comparative Correlative, Double Copula, and Exhaustive Conditional Constructions


[Chair: Kojiro Nabeshima]  
[Room 16(9F)]

1. Kishiko Ueno (Japan Women’s University): Questions in Dyadic Conversation between Close Female Friends: Cross-Cultural Perspectives of Japanese and American English
2. Yuko Nomura (Kamakura Women's University, Kyorin University, and Tokai University): Mutual Understanding of Emotion/Thought in English and Japanese Conversation


[Chair: Kuniyoshi Kataoka]  
[Room 19(11F)]

1. Kensei Sugayama (Kyoto Prefectural University): Why *ano subarashii natsu* and *subarashii ano natsu* Are Both Possible in Japanese, while Their Counterparts Are Not Admitted in English: A Word Grammar Account
2. Naoki Otani (Saitama University): A Cognitive Study of the Aspectual Function of the Particles *Up* and *Down*


[Chair: Yukiko Ueda]  
[Room 18(10F)]

1. Yoko Shibata, Hideki Maki, and Megumi Hasebe (Gifu University): Person Agreement in the History of the Japanese Language
2. Chigusa Morita (University of Tokyo): The Morphological Forms and Interpretations of Japanese Adjectives

**Special Lecture (15:30 – 16:30)**

[Chair: Hirohisa Kiguchi]  
[Conference Hall (12F)]

Hisatsugu Kitahara (Keio University):

Relations in Minimalism

See ELSJ Homepage (http://wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/elsj/elforumhtml) for update information.